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The Founder

2010-08-06

who would have thought that a poor peasant boy would rise to become a fierce general a sun eyed king and ultimately a god who would have thought that the revenge

of a young princess would ultimately save this boy and bring him to the height of power yax kuk mo was both the product of his time and the maker of his destiny he

leveraged both luck and skill to battle his way across mesoamerica and found a dynasty that would last for 400 years he left no writings but his remains combined with

hints and clues across the region paint a picture of one of the most powerful movers and shakers in pre columbian america

The Maya: a Very Short Introduction

2020-08-13

the maya forged one of the greatest societies in the history of the ancient americas and in all of human history long before contact with europeans maya communities

built spectacular cities with large well fed large populations they mastered the visual arts and developed a sophisticated writing system that recorded extraordinary

knowledge in calendrics mathematics and astronomy the maya achieved all this without area wide centralized control there was never a single unified maya state or

empire but always numerous evolving ethnic groups speaking dozens of distinct mayan languages the people we call maya never thought of themselves as such yet

something definable unique and endlessly fascinating what we call maya culture has clearly existed for millennia so what was their self identity and how did maya

civilization come to be invented with the maya historically subdivided and misunderstood in so many ways the pursuit of what made them the maya is all the more

important in this very short introduction restall and solari explore the themes of maya identity city state political culture art and architecture the maya concept of the

cosmos and the maya experience of contact with including invasion by outsiders despite its brevity this book is unique for its treatment of all periods of maya civilization

from its origins to the present
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Technology in the Time of the Maya

1997

the first of four fabulous books for 9 girls about friendship in an environmentally challenged world researching her school project on fair trade has been a real eye

opener for maya

Looking for Maya

2003

the early mayans date back to 1800 bc however the golden age of mayan civilization was around ad 250 they were the most dominant civilization of mesopotamia

covering what is now guatemala belize and parts of mexico the maya excelled at agriculture pottery hieroglyph writing calendar making and mathematics and left

behind an astonishing amount of impressive architecture and symbolic artwork the maya were most known for the cities they built amassing over 40 piazzas palaces

temples and pyramids have been unearthed and courtyards for playing ball games farming communities lived outside the cities deeply religious the mayans worshipped

various gods and the kings were claimed to be related to the gods mayan civilization had declined in ad 900 no one is quite sure why but theories involve extensive

war fare depleted resources and a natural disaster which may have buried the cities in the lowlands contains maps paintings artefacts and photographs to show how

the mayans lived ideally suited for readers age 8 or teachers who are looking for books to support the new curriculum for 2014 if you enjoy reading about the mayan

civilization then take a look at ancient greece ancient sumer benin 900 1897 ce the shang dynasty of ancient china and early islamic civilizations

Maya's Secret

2014

thanks to powerful innovations in archaeology and other types of historical research we now have a picture of everyday life in the mayan empire that turns the long
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accepted conventional wisdom on its head ranging from the end of the ice age to the flourishing of mayan culture in the first millennium to the spanish conquest in the

16th century the ancient maya takes a fresh look at a culture that has long held the public s imagination originally thought to be peaceful and spiritual the mayans are

now also known to have been worldly bureaucratic and violent debates and unanswered questions linger mayan expert heather mckillop shows our current

understanding of the maya explaining how interpretations of dirt archaeology hieroglyphic inscriptions and pictorial pottery are used to reconstruct the lives of royalty

artisans priests and common folk she also describes the innovative focus on the interplay of the people with their environments that has helped further unravel the

mystery of the mayans rise and fall

Mayan Civilization

2017-03-23

making sense of our universe it s an age old practice that transcends cultures and generations from our vantage point the larger than life maya civilization grappled with

the urge in a grand scale join us as we take a voyage to understand the ways of the maya inside you will read about who made contact early explorers and their

impact how the maya wanted to be represented history written by the victors different periods of maya history larger than life new findings we ll learn what they held as

sacred how the sacred manifested itself in their lives and about efforts to accurately portray them despite romanticized versions this ebook provides a deeper look at

their pre columbian battling dynasties and their highly structured approach to religion science and society as we explore their glories and misfortunes

The Ancient Maya

2004-08-19

this comprehensive and accessible reference explores the greatest and most mysterious of civilizations hailed for its contributions to science mathematics and

technology each chapter is supplemented by an extensive bibliography as well as photos original line drawings and maps
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Mayan Civilization

2019-04-23

we are told that simply by sipping our morning cup of organic fair trade coffee we are encouraging environmentally friendly agricultural methods community

development fair prices and shortened commodity chains but what is the reality for producers intermediaries and consumers this ethnographic analysis of fair trade

coffee analyzes the collective action and combined efforts of fair trade network participants to construct a new economic reality focusing on la voz que clama en el

desierto a cooperative in san juan la laguna guatemala and its relationships with coffee roasters importers and certifiers in the united states coffee and community

argues that while fair trade does benefit small coffee farming communities it is more flawed than advocates and scholars have acknowledged however through detailed

ethnographic fieldwork with the farmers and by following the product fair trade can be understood and modified to be more equitable this book will be of interest to

students and academics in anthropology ethnology latin american studies and labor studies as well as economists social scientists policy makers fair trade advocates

and anyone interested in globalization and the realities of fair trade winner of the society for economic anthropology book award

Handbook to Life in the Ancient Maya World

2005

the author writes about the black experience in a collection of poetry that perceptively captures the themes of black history love heartbreak triumph and pain

Coffee and Community

2010-10-29

maya archaeology has undergone a revolution in the past few years a century of exploration excavation and study of temples and monuments has now been amplified

by a wealth of new data on the economy settlements and social organization of ancient maya civilization norman hammond presents a synthesis of current knowledge
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for the lay reader as well as the student of native american cultures he describes the discovery of the ancient maya centers deep in the forests of central america

outlines the rise and fall of classic maya civilization and examines aspects of maya culture ranging from the recent discoveries of intensive agriculture in swamps to the

architecture art religion and thought of this unique tropical forest society

I Shall Not be Moved

1991

the second title in the amazing ancients activity book series is here so get ready to jump back in time explore life in the world of the ancient maya and create your own

maya artifacts the classic maya period from 250 ad to 900 ad was a time of tremendous cultural growth in central america stretching from mexico in the north to

guatemala belize el salvador and to honduras in the south the maya established trade routes city states mathematic and scientific calculations and a hieroglyphic style

of writing in fourteen fabulous four color spreads amazing ancients takes readers into the geography games daily life customs and rituals inventions and architecture in

the world of the maya through cool mazes word searches craft ideas and puzzles readers will learn how this fascinating culture lived and thrived in addition to a page of

full color stickers readers will be able to build their own maya temple and maya jade mask

Ancient Maya Civilization

1982

the amazing accomplishments of the ancient maya as well as the maya currently living in mexico s yucatán peninsula are highlighted in this collection of 25 creative

educational hands on projects covering everything from the 20 base numbering system to the maya s extensive trade relationships kids learn about appeasing the gods

with a jade ceremonial mask language development with a screen fold book for drawings and hieroglyphs and maya astronomy with a sand art picture of the cosmos

informative text and sidebars teach about the maya s impressive achievements in science math language music medicine and architecture and their daily activities and

management of natural resources
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Amazing Ancients! World of the Maya

2020-04-07

publisher description

Library Journal

1996

after tessa s father inexplicably makes her change her summer plans she spends the summer wondering what he is hiding experimenting with magic spells and making

a new friend

Amazing Maya Inventions You Can Build Yourself

2006

there s never been a better time to be an author books like the harry potter series create a media phenomenon with people lining up and camping outside bookstores

to purchase newly released titles yet book sales overall not just those of mega sellers are on the rise as more and more people seek knowledge and entertainment

through reading the library of congress currently registers about 60 000 new titles for copyright each year 60 000 books by 60 000 authors imagine yourself as one

getting your book published for dummies is your complete guide to realizing whatever gem of an idea you ve been carrying with you if you ve ever thought this would

make a really good book be it the next great american novel or a guide to naming babies here s your chance to put pen to paper and find out written from both sides of

the editor s desk by a widely published writer and a harpercollins veteran publisher this guide puts in your hand the advice you need to pick an idea approach the

publisher craft proposals and queries work with agents or act as your own self publish negotiate a contract create the actual book sell your published book full of

examples proposals query letters and war stories drawn from the authors extensive experience getting your book published for dummies shows you how to clear all the
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hurdles faced by today s writers freeing up precious time for you to refine your manuscript you ll get the inside scoop on titling your book major publishers smaller

houses niche publishers university presses and spiritual and religious publishers the 12 elements of a successful nonfiction proposal how editors read queries

submitting fiction publishing outside the box and much more getting your book published for dummies is the clear a z handbook that makes the entire process plain and

practicable you don t need to be a celebrity you don t need to be some kind of publishing insider all you need to do is write

The Ancient Maya

2004-08-19

the maya are people of mystery they mysteriously came and mysteriously disappeared unlike other civilizations of ancient north america when the mighty spanish

conquistadors invaded in the 15th century they found empty cities finely crafted architectural ruins of step pyramids temples ball courts tombs and the artifacts left for

us by the maya still speckle the lowlands of guatemala and belize as well as the higher more mountainous areas that lie to the west the people of the mayan civilization

had many deities and engaged in human sacrifice however it was neither a sport nor so frequent a practice as seen in other cultures the maya were true believers in

spiritual transformation and a supernatural journey that leads to the heaven world of tamoanchan thus a human sacrifice wasn

The Trouble with Tessa

2005-01-01

sixteen year old sergio struggling to honor his grandfather s wish to be buried in el salvador undertakes a journey filled with unexpected disasters triumphs and the

memory of his beloved abuelo

Getting Your Book Published For Dummies

2011-03-10
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ebony is the flagship magazine of johnson publishing founded in 1945 by john h johnson it still maintains the highest global circulation of any african american focused

magazine

Mayan Civilization

2018-08-15

this concise illustrated volume recounts tikal s rise from prehistoric obscurity to unparalleled success at the height of maya civilisation as well as its spectacular collapse

and abandonment through the many hieroglyphic inscriptions grave gifts from tombs and a rich architectural and artistic legacy the book recreates the political and

social life of the city and of the maya in general

A Promise to Keep

2005-11-30

the crisis founded by w e b du bois as the official publication of the naacp is a journal of civil rights history politics and culture and seeks to educate and challenge its

readers about issues that continue to plague african americans and other communities of color for nearly 100 years the crisis has been the magazine of opinion and

thought leaders decision makers peacemakers and justice seekers it has chronicled informed educated entertained and in many instances set the economic political

and social agenda for our nation and its multi ethnic citizens

Ebony

2004-01

a south african girl describes her pet chicken painting special designs on her house dressing up for school and her mischievous brother
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Tikal

2001

book is clean and tight no writing in text like new

The Crisis

1994-01

aesthetic apprehensions silences and absences in false familiarities is a scholarly conversation about encounters between habitual customs of reading and seeing and

their ruptures and ossifications in closely connected discourses the thirteen essays collected here set out to carefully probe the ways our aesthetic immersions are

obfuscated by deep seated epistemological and ideological apprehensions by focusing on how the tropology carried by silence absence and false familarity crystallize

to define the gaps that open up as they figure in the subtitle of this volume the tropes may seem straightforward enough but a closer examination of their function in

relation to social cultural and political assumptions and gestalts reveal troubling oversights aesthetic apprehensions comes to name the attempt at capturing the outlier

meanings residing in habituated receptions as well as the uneasy relations that result from aesthetic practices already in place emphasizing the kinds of thresholds of

sense and sensation which occasion rupture and creativity such after all is the promise of the threshold of the liminal to encourage our leap into otherness for then to

find ourselves and our sensing again and anew in novel comprehensions

My Painted House, My Friendly Chicken, and Me

1994-01-01

from the pioneering author who helped introduce the question of 2012 into the global spiritual community comes an epic exploration of the authentic origins and

meaning of this portentous date drawing from his own groundbreaking research including his involvement in the modern reconstruction of mayan 2012 cosmology john
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major jenkins has created the crucial guide to 2012 surveying its roots in mayan cosmology modern astronomy ancient prophecy and metaphysical philosophy and

exploring why it has become a focal point for millions today

Three Plays of Maureen Hunter

2003

if the source of manga and anime is physically located in japan the temptation for many critics and scholars is to ask what aspects of japanese culture and history gave

rise to these media this ninth volume of mechademia an annual collection of critical work on anime and manga challenges the tendency to answer the question of

origins by reductively generalizing and essentializing japaneseness the essays brought together in mechademia 9 lead us to understand the extent to which japan might

be seen as an idea generated by anime manga and other texts rather than the other way around what is it that manga and anime produce that no other medium can

precisely duplicate is anime its own medium or a genre of animation or something in between and how must we adapt existing critical modes in order to read these

new kinds of texts while the authors begin with similar questions about the roots of japanese popular culture and media they invoke a wide range of theoretical work in

the search for answers including feminist criticism disability studies poststructuralist textual criticism postcolonialism art history film theory phenomenology and more

richly provocative and insightful mechademia 9 both enacts and resists the pursuit of fixed starting points inspiring further creative investigation of this global artistic

phenomenon contributors stephen r anderson dale k andrews tohoku gakuin u andrew ballús jodie beck christopher bolton williams college kukhee choo tulane u ranya

denison u of east anglia lucy fraser fujimoto yukari meiji u japan forrest greenwood imamura taihei seth jacobowitz yale u kim joon yang thomas lamarre mcgill u

margherita long u of california riverside matsumoto nobuyuki tokyo national museum laura miller u of missouri st louis alexandra roedder paul roquet stanford u brian

ruh shun ya yoshimi u of tokyo alba g torrents

Aesthetic Apprehensions

2021-01-12

for more than 30 years yoga journal has been helping readers achieve the balance and well being they seek in their everyday lives with every issue yoga journal strives
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to inform and empower readers to make lifestyle choices that are healthy for their bodies and minds we are dedicated to providing in depth thoughtful editorial on topics

such as yoga food nutrition fitness wellness travel and fashion and beauty

The 2012 Story

2010-10-14

manusia tidak bisa hidup sendiri setiap buku membuka jendela dunia hidup a j fikry jauh dari yang diharapkannya istrinya meninggal penjualan di toko bukunya merosot

tajam dan hartanya yang paling berharga koleksi puisi poe yang langka baru saja hilang dicuri pelan tapi pasti a j menjauhkan diri dari semua orang di pulau alice

bahkan ia tak lagi menemukan kegembiraan dari buku buku di tokonya ia malah menganggap buku buku itu sekadar penanda bahwa dunia telah berubah begitu cepat

tetapi kemudian sebuah paket misterius muncul di tokonya paket itu kecil meski bobotnya lumayan kemunculannya memberi a j kesempatan untuk membuat hidupnya

lebih baik dan melihat semua hal dengan perspektif berbeda tak butuh waktu lama bagi orang orang di sekitar a j untuk menyadari perubahan dalam dirinya ia tak lagi

pahit buku kembali menjadi dunianya dan semua hal berubah menjadi sesuatu yang tak ia duga akan terjadi dalam hidupnya

Mechademia 9

2014-11-15

a beautifully packaged hardcover edition of the poem that captivated the nation and quickly became a national bestseller from the trade paperback edition

Yoga Journal

1998-11

tenderly joyously sometimes in sadness sometimes in pain maya angelou writes from the heart and celebrates life as only she has discovered it in this moving volume

of poetry readers discover the multi faceted voice of one of the most powerful and vibrant writers of our time
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The Publishers Weekly

2003

this five volume set presents some 1 000 comprehensive and fully illustrated histories of the most famous sites in the world entries include location description and site

details and a 3 000 to 4 000 word essay that provides a full history of the site and its condition today an annotated further reading list of books and articles about the

site completes each entry the geographically organized volumes include volume 1 the americas 1 884964 00 1 volume 2 northern europe 1 884964 01 x volume 3

southern europe 1 884964 02 8 volume 4 middle east africa 1 884964 03 6 volume 5 asia oceania 1 884964 04 4

Kisah Hidup A.J. Fikry (The Storied Life Of A.J. Fikry)

2017-10-16

we are wellness we are consciousness that is our natural state disease is an imposter as one of the world s only female experts on the ancient indian tradition of

ayurvedic medicine renowned teacher bri maya tiwari has devoted her heart and soul to sharing the philosophy and methods that saved her from terminal cancer and

redirected her life now in the path of practice she offers a short course in healing and living and reveals how she has gone back to the sources of ayurvedic wisdom to

reclaim time honored natural and spiritual techniques for contemporary life diagnosed with ovarian cancer at twenty three bri maya was given two months to live her

doctors advice die painlessly with heavy dosages of morphine instead in the middle of winter she left her career as a popular fashion designer in new york city and

began several months of intensive meditation and holistic nutrition alone in a remote vermont cabin by spring her health and vitality had been restored inspired by

dramatic visions and dreams of her family and ancestors bri maya became a student of one of india s few living masters of the traditional vedas today healthy in body

and spirit she devotes herself to teaching the wisdom practices of the vedas to help others heal emotional and spiritual discomfort dis ease and physical illness in the

path of practice bri maya s gentle compassionate voice instructs you in living life consciously in the present moment so that you can recover your natural rhythms and

align yourself and your inner cycles with the universe with particular emphasis on using the primordial feminine healing power of shakti which everyone possesses bri

maya leadsyou through the daily practice or sadhana of a three part wellness program that includes nutrition and cooking with whole foods breath work and meditation
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and chanting with healing sounds encouraged by the inspirational stories of bri maya s life and those of others who have made these simple but powerful practices an

integral part of their lives you will learn how to take charge of your own health through bri maya s unique philosophy and practice of cosmic memory you will discover

your personal body wisdom and intuition your singular mission in the world and your connection to the divine within you and around you filled with illuminating insights

easy to follow recipes and meditations and exercises that can be adapted to different lifestyles and traditions the path of practice is one of the only holistic programs

designed for women by a woman imbued with the spiritual strength and centeredness of its remarkable author here is a practical and profound book you will turn to

time and time again for instruction wisdom and peace of mind from the trade paperback edition

On the Pulse of Morning

1993

after returning from her hot springs vacation terakomari is immediately thrust into another crisis when lingzi ailan princess of the enchanted lands shows up at the

mulnite palace begging for help according to lingzi the grand chancellor of the enchanted lands is in the process of overthrowing the current ruler and he s forcing her

to marry him to solidify his grasp on power sympathetic to lingzi s plight komari agrees to travel to the enchanted lands to help the girl break off her marriage but in the

background of the grand chancellor s coup something even more terrifying is brewing

I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings

1985

when the most powerful boss of the kisaragi organization arrives on second earth can six and alice keep the scandal they ve caused under wraps

The Americas

2013-11-05
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elzbieta cherezinska s the widow queen is the epic story of a polish queen whose life and name were all but forgotten until now the bold one they call her too bold for

most to her father the great duke of poland swietoslawa and her two sisters represent three chances for an alliance three marriages on which to build his empire but

swietoslawa refuses to be simply a pawn in her father s schemes she seeks a throne of her own with no husband by her side the gods may grant her wish but crowns

sit heavy and power is a sword that cuts both ways at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

The Path of Practice

2000

as the threat of war with jiou looms near the azami army and the guilds prepare to conduct military exercises everyone is split up and placed into different departments

to help with the preparations but only lloyd is put on mess reserve it s the perfect assignment to utilize lloyd s cooking skills and prevent internal fighting among the

higher ups however he unknowingly crosses the border and ends up feeding enemy soldiers who are charmed by his delicious meals maybe peace will be established

before the war can even begin

The Vexations of a Shut-In Vampire Princess, Vol. 7 (light novel)

2024-06-18

misunderstandings galore as tensions rise between azami and the jiou empire the azami military requests every guild s cooperation in preparation for war to that end a

ball is held to further develop friendly relations between the various organizations however captain fumar of the maritime guild refuses to attend and help the war effort

while everyone is concerned with convincing him lloyd faces a bigger problem how does he decline being chosen as the princess s dance partner at the ball when he

doesn t even know her face or where to find her it may be time for marie to finally reveal her true identity to lloyd
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Combatants Will Be Dispatched!, Vol. 7 (light novel)

2023-10-24

The Widow Queen

2021-04-06

Suppose a Kid from the Last Dungeon Boonies Moved to a Starter Town, Vol. 12 (light novel)

2023-04-18

Suppose a Kid from the Last Dungeon Boonies Moved to a Starter Town, Vol. 11 (light novel)

2023-01-17
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